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Poetry Month, 
but poems are fun year-
round! Explore the world 
of poetry with these five 
fantastic books and the 
activities in this kit.  
There’s something for 
everyone here—baseball 
fans, math lovers, superhero 
wannabes, wordsmiths, and 
kids of all ages!

April is National 
Poetry Month, 



Poem Runs: Baseball Poems and Paintings 
  by Douglas Florian

Activities
Take me out to the ball game! Pitchers and catchers are not 

the only people you’ll encounter at a baseball game. Write a 

poem describing a baseball game from the point of view of a 

fan, an announcer, or a vendor in the stands. What are some 

action words that would describe what each would do at a 

game? What might each feel as the game is played?

Douglas Florian often arranges the words in his poems to 

convey the shape or movement of what he is describing. Brainstorm a list of types of pitches, such as fastballs and 

sliders, and hits, such as pop flies or grounders. Select one type of hit or pitch and use key words and images to 

describe the motion of the ball in that instance. Carefully arrange the words on the page in the shape of what you 

are describing. Perhaps a pop fly poem would be written in a sharp arc.

True baseball fans like to relive important baseball games. Conduct an interview with a baseball fan about an 

important baseball memory. Was it a World Series game or a Little League game? Does your interview subject 

have a favorite team? Why is the team a favorite? Write a brief story recounting the baseball memory of the 

person you interviewed. Use sensory details such as the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of the memorable ball 

game so that the reader can vividly imagine the scene.

Double plays, ground balls, and sliders—there are a lot of terms in baseball that you need to know to understand 

the game. Hunt for the baseball terms that Douglas Florian sprinkles throughout his poems and create your own 

word search of baseball lingo.

Perform a poem from Poem Runs with a partner. Select a favorite poem and decide together how to best share 

the poem with an audience. Will you and your partner alternate stanzas or lines? Recite it in unison? Think of 

how you will use your voice to show emotion when you perform the poem. Where will you pause? How fast will 

you speak? Will the tone of your voice change at various words? Stage an “open mike” event for partners to share 

poetry from Poem Runs with an audience.

Illustration copyright © 2012 by Douglas Florian from Poem Runs. All rights reserved. This page may be photocopied for free distribution.



Edgar Allan Poe’s Pie: Math Puzzlers in 
Classic Poems  
  by J. Patrick Lewis 
  illustrated by Michael Slack

Edgar Allan Poe’s Apple Pie
Inspired by “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe

Once upon a midnight rotten.
Cold and rainy, I’d forgotten
All about the apple pie
Still cooling from the hour before.
I ignored the frightful stranger
Knocking, knocking . . . I, sleepwalking,
Pitter-pattered toward the pantry,
Took a knife from the kitchen drawer,
And screamed aloud, “How many cuts
Give me ten pieces?” Through the door,
The stranger bellowed, “Never four!”

A spooky but tasty dilemma faces the person in this poem based on Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Raven.” Use the 
pie templates below to create models for your investigation of how many cuts in the pie would be required to 
end up with ten pieces. Use the first pie template to model why the stranger is correct in saying, “Never four!” 
Starting at the edge of the pie, use a pencil to indicate where you’d make four cuts that each go across the entire 
pie. How many pieces of pie are created with the four cuts? Write that number in the blank below the pie. Using 
this information, how many cuts will you try next? Use the other pie templates to create models for different 
numbers of cuts. Make sure to label each model with the number of cuts used and the number of pieces of pie 
created. Draw a star next to the model that answers the question posed by the poem.

“Edgar Allan Poe's Apple Pie” copyright © 2012 by J. Patrick Lewis, illustration copyright © 2012 by Michael Slack from Edgar Allan Poe’s Pies. All rights reserved. 
This page may be photocopied for free distribution.
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Activities
Dana Jensen stacks his poems one word on top of 
another to describe tall things, such as giraffes, and 
things way up high, like bird nests in trees. Can you 
think of other things that are tall or way up high?  
A cookie jar on the top shelf of the pantry? A ladder 
on a fire truck? Brainstorm a list of things that are 
tall or that live on high. Select one item at a time 
from your list and create an up or down poem about 
it by arranging descriptive words in a tall stack. 
Compile your class poems to create your own up and 
down class poetry book.

Up or down? Which direction is better? Choose a favorite poem from A Meal of the Stars. Copy the words from the 
poem onto cards or sections of sentence strips and arrange the word cards in a pocket chart. First, place the word 
cards in their original order from the book—reading the poem either bottom to top or top to bottom. Read this 
arrangement of the poem with the class. Then rearrange the word cards in the pocket chart, keeping the words 
in the correct order but in the opposite direction (the bottom card would be placed on the top and so on). Read 
this new configuration of the poem. Does the poem feel and sound the same or different when read in a different 
arrangement? Why do you think that the poet selected the configuration he did? Look at the imagery in the 
poem—does it suggest a particular direction?

Go for a poetry walk. Have children work in pairs to write each of Jensen’s up and down poems on the sidewalk or 
playground blacktop using chalk. Create chalk illustrations to go with each piece of poetry. Invite other groups or 
classes to take a stroll through the collection of up and down poetry on the playground. You may need to draw 
arrows alongside the chalk poetry to let the readers know in which direction to read!

Add sound effects to a poem to bring the words to life for an audience. Read aloud the poem about the rocket 
blasting into space. What words in the poem inspire sounds? How could the sounds be created—by the performers 
whistling, using musical instruments, or crinkling paper? Practice your poem chorus so that the words and sounds 
fit together nicely. Notice how the poem ends with the words “silent” and “space.”

Read the poem that begins “up up the elevator goes.” Create your own illustration for the poem. Will your 
illustration invite viewers to begin at the bottom of the page and travel upward, like the poem and its imagery?

A Meal of the Stars: Poems Up and Down 
  by Dana Jansen 
  illustrated by Tricia Tusa

Illustration copyright © 2012 by Tricia Tusa from A Meal of the Stars. All rights reserved. This page may be photocopied for free distribution.



The Superheroes Employment Agency (SEA) is proud to offer the  
services of B-list superheroes who are “perfect for the job. No task’s too  
small or hard.” In the book, read the poem describing the superhero talents of 
Metamorph, who neatly solves a bullying issue at Clooney School. Now think of a 
problem at your school that could be solved by the services of Metamorph. Create  
a four-panel comic strip describing with words and pictures the setting, the problem, 
Metamorph’s intervention, and the resolution to the problem. 

The Superheroes Employment Agency  
  by Marilyn Singer
  illustrated by Noah Z. Jones

Illustration copyright © 2012 by Noah Z. Jones from The Superheroes Employment Agency. All rights reserved. This page may be photocopied for free distribution.



A Stick Is an Excellent Thing: Poems 
Celebrating Outdoor Play  
  by Marilyn Singer, illustrated by LeUyen Pham

Really Fast!
Skateboard races,
pigeon chases,
running bases.
Backyard dashes,
racecar crashes,
puddle splashes.
Everything’s a blast
when you do it really fast!

Be a rhyme detective. Read the poem with a partner. Put a box around the word “races” and the words that rhyme 
with it. Draw an X next to the word “dashes” and the words that rhyme with it. Underline the word “blast” and the 
words that rhyme with it. What rhyme pattern do you notice in the poem? Describe it using letters (A, B, C). How 
many syllables are in each line? Write the number in front of each line. 

Can you think of other words not in this poem that rhyme with the key words below? Add the rhymes to the chart.

  
  

 

Bonus! 
Can you use any of the words in the first two columns to add to the poem, maintaining its syllabic pattern?

“Really Fast!” copyright © 2012 by Marilyn Singer, illustration copyright © 2012 by LeUyen Pham from A Stick Is an Excellent Thing. All rights reserved. This page may be photocopied for free distribution. 
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More Poetry!
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